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Abstract
Asteroseismology is a powerful tool for probing the inner structure and determining the evolutionary status and the
fundamental parameters of stars. The oscillation spectra of slowly pulsating B (SPB) stars show almost uniform
period spans, whose pattern is sensitive to the structure of the μ-gradient shell beyond the central convective core
and hence can be used to efﬁciently describe their shapes and constrain the convective core. The SPB star
KIC8324482 was observed by Kepler for over 1470 days with a long-cadence pattern. Nearly equidistant period
spacing patterns are found for the 14 connective dipolar modes that are extracted from the oscillation spectrum by
Zhangetal. In the present work, we analyze them in depth with the χ2-matching method and determine their
χ2-minimization models (CMMs). Based on those calculated CMMs, we ﬁnd that KIC8324482 is a young
+0.176
+3.85
+0.1375
(tage = 20.961.28 Myr), metal-poor ([Fe H] = - 0.6.9-0.115 dex), and intermediate-mass (M = 6.075-0.2500 M )
+0.0048
+0.057
star with a convective core of MCC = 1.3380.091 M in mass and RCC = 0.5175-0.0103 R in radius and with a
+0.13
+0.0018
1
surface rotation velocity Veq = 2.61-0.11 km s . The central hydrogen abundance is of XC = 0.50460.0074 .
Asteroseismic analyses indicate that the “propagation time” of g-mode in KIC8324482 is of L 0 =
+1.26
276.850.47 μHz. To well match with the observed period spacing pattern, an extra diffusion mixing
+0.125
log
D
(
mix = 3.125-0.250 ) should be considered, but the normal core overshooting fov must be ﬁxed as zero in
the best-ﬁtting model. Such ultraweak mixing beyond the convective core corresponds to a fast rotation that is
about 20–30 times the asteroseismic suggested rotation Ωrot;0.2 μHz, if it is thought of as shear mixing induced
completely by differential rotation.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Asteroseismology (73); Stellar interiors (1606); Stellar oscillations (1617);
Stellar structures (1631); Fundamental parameters of stars (555); Stellar rotation (1629); Stellar properties (1624);
B stars (128)
hydrogen-burning main-sequence and helium-burning horizontal-branch stars (e.g., Maeder 1975; Audard et al. 1995;
Umezu 1995; Guenther et al. 2014; Pedersen et al. 2018). For
main-sequence stars, the core overshooting increases the
luminosity of stars, generates a larger helium core at the end
of the main sequence, and hence changes the evolutionary
behaviors of stars for most of the post-main-sequence
evolutionary phases, such as subgiant and red giant branches.
Roxburgh (1965) analyzed the velocity of the convective
bubble near the convective boundary to theoretically calculate
its penetrating distance and found that the core overshooting is
on the order of 10−3 of the stellar radius. Shaviv & Salpeter
(1973) and Cogan (1975) analyzed the variations of the
convective ﬂux and the temperature gradient and found that the
fraction of the increase in the core mass is similar to that in the
stellar mass for main-sequence stars. In addition, Shaviv &
Salpeter (1973) obtained an average extent of the convective
core to be greater than 0.01 Me, and Cogan (1975) arrived at a
0.23 pressure scale height of the core overshooting for a 3 Me
star. Umezu (1995) theoretically pointed out that the extent of
the core overshooting decreases with decreasing mass for
intermediate-mass stars.

1. Introduction
The treatment of mixing at the convective boundaries is still an
uncertainty for model calculations of stars. Basic arguments
imply that the convective bubble has a velocity and cannot stop
abruptly at the determined convective boundary according to, for
instance, the Schwarzschild criterion and hence penetrates the
radiative zone and causes an extra mixing beyond the convective
boundary. It is referred to as the “convective overshooting,”
which is almost the strongest element-mixing process near the
convective boundary but beyond the convective zone (more
relative descriptions refer to, e.g., Maeder 1975; Audard et al.
1995; Browning et al. 2004; Li 2012, 2017).
The convective overshooting is a key component of
canonical stellar models. Especially for core overshooting, it
refreshes the fuel for thermonuclear reaction in the stellar
center and increases the duration time on corresponding
evolutionary phases when convective core exists in the
Original content from this work may be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence. Any further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title
of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Many possible methods are now available to calibrate the
extent of the core overshooting from observations, including
ﬁtting cluster color–magnitude diagram with isochrone mainly
considering the width of the main sequence and the shape of
the turnoff (e.g., VandenBerg et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2014),
ﬁtting the fundamental parameters of binary systems, such as
mass and radius, with evolutionary tracks (e.g., Ribas et al.
2000; Claret 2007; Zhang 2012; Meng & Zhang 2014;
Stancliffe et al. 2015), and asteroseismologically modeling or
ﬁtting the asteroseismic observations (e.g., Audard et al. 1995;
Montalbán et al. 2013; Guenther et al. 2014; Moravveji et al.
2015, 2016; Yang et al. 2015; Deheuvels et al. 2016;
Yang 2016; Wu & Li 2017, 2019).
Many efforts (e.g., Ribas et al. 2000; Claret 2007; Meng &
Zhang 2014; Stancliffe et al. 2015; Claret & Torres
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019; Higl & Weiss 2017; Costa et al.
2019) have established the relationship between the extent of
the core overshooting and the stellar mass for binary systems
and found that the extent of the core overshooting increases
with mass (M∼1.2–2.0 Me) and almost remains constant
beyond that, i.e., for intermediate-mass stars. But there are
many doubts; for instance, Meng & Zhang (2014) and
Stancliffe et al. (2015) claimed that no such trend between
core overshooting extension (αov) and mass (M) existed. The
works of Valle et al. (2016, 2017), Constantino & Baraffe
(2018), and Costa et al. (2019) suggested that the error bars of
the overshooting are too large to decide the relationship
between the overshooting and the stellar mass for binary
systems. However, all of these works demonstrated that the
core overshooting of intermediate-mass stars stays at a higher
level (0.2 in step description αov or 0.016 in exponentially
decaying description fov, respectively).
Asteroseismology probes stellar interiors via the oscillation
waves penetrating stellar interiors. Therefore, it is a powerful
tool to study the properties of the convective core, overshooting
extension, and the strength of the element mixing near the
convective core. Especially for slowly pulsating B (SPB) type
stars, whose oscillations are gravity modes (g-mode), their
oscillation modes are sensitive to the structure of the μ-gradient
region (e.g., Miglio et al. 2008; Moravveji et al. 2015, 2016;
Wu et al. 2018) that is near the convective core and is easily
changed by the core overshooting, as well as the other mixing
processes, like rotation and magnetic ﬁelds.
Moravveji et al. (2015) modeled the ultraslow-rotating SPB star
KIC10526294, with a mass of 3.25 Me, and found that convective
core overshooting ( fov=0.017–0.018) is necessary for ﬁtting the
observed period spacing pattern. In another intermediate-rotating
( frot∼0.48 day−1) SPB star, KIC7760680, with a mass of
3.25 Me, Moravveji et al. (2016) found that the convective core
overshooting ( fov≈0.024±0.001) can coexist with rotation. In
the analysis of the SPB star HD50230, Degroote et al. (2010)
claimed that the mass is 7–8 Me with an overshooting extent of
αov 0.2 HP. Recently, Wu & Li (2019) reanalyzed it in very
detail and found the overshooting extent of HD50230 to be
fov=0.0175–0.0200 with a mass of M=6.15–6.27 Me. The
above efforts indicate that the asteroseismic results are almost
consistent with those of binaries. For upper main-sequence stars,
the order of 0.016 (or 0.2) of the core overshooting fov (or αov) is
necessary for matching with observations. In addition, the
asteroseismic analyses also suggest that an extra diffusion mixing
coefﬁcient (log Dmix ) in the range of 1–4 for different stars is
necessary for interpreting the patterns of period spacings (refer to,

e.g., Degroote et al. 2010; Moravveji et al. 2015, 2016;
Buysschaert et al. 2018; Deng et al. 2018; Wu & Li 2019).
Thanks to the space-based observations, such as CoRoT
(e.g., Baglin et al. 2006), Kepler (e.g., Gilliland et al. 2010;
Koch et al. 2010), K2 (e.g., Haas et al. 2014; Howell et al.
2014), and TESS (e.g., Ricker et al. 2015), more and more SPB
stars have been observed and asteroseismic data have been
collected (e.g., Degroote et al. 2010; Pápics et al. 2015, 2017;
Buysschaert et al. 2018; Pedersen et al. 2019). However, many
of them have fast rotational velocity; hence, it is difﬁcult to
observe the modes with azimuthal order m=0. Such modes
are observed on only a few SPB stars. In contrast, the modes
with m>0, such as m=+1 or +2, become observable (e.g.,
Pápics et al. 2015, 2017), for instance, KIC7760680. The
previous works, such as Miglio et al. (2008), Moravveji et al.
(2015), Degroote et al. (2010), Wu et al. (2018), and Wu & Li
(2019), suggested that the pattern of the period spacings
varying with the periods of dipolar modes (l, m)=(1, 0) is
sensitive to the shape of element distribution, i.e., the μgradient region, near the outer boundary of the convective core.
Therefore, we can discuss element mixing, such as the
overshooting and the extra diffusion mixing, in this region
via the variation of the pattern of the period spacings.
KIC10526294, HD50230, and KIC8324482 are suitable
targets for analyzing the variation of the period spacings. They
are ultraslow rotators or nonrotation stars. Almost perfect
period series are observed. They have oscillations with
continuous radial orders n observed for the same degree
l=1 and azimuthal m=0.
Among the three stars, KIC10526294, for which 19
consecutive dipolar modes have already been obtained, shows
a smooth period spacing pattern for the lower periods
(P<1.6 days), as shown in Pápics et al. (2014), Moravveji
et al. (2015), and Wu et al. (2018), but irregular and rapid
variations at the end of the higher periods. Mainly based on the
smooth part, Moravveji et al. (2015) perfectly constrained the
extent of the core overshooting and the strength of the extra
diffusion mixing. HD50230 also shows a smooth period
spacing pattern, as shown in Degroote et al. (2010), Wu et al.
(2018), and Wu & Li (2019). It indicates that HD50230 also
has an adequately smooth μ-gradient shell (e.g., Degroote et al.
2010; Wu & Li 2019). KIC8324482 has different behavior
compared with the former two targets. Its period spacing shows
regular and steep variations, as shown in Figure 1. It might
indicate that the μ-gradient shell is very steep in KIC8324482,
and the mixing processes might be different from the other
known B-type stars. In the present work, we will reanalyze the
observations of KIC8324482 and discuss the relevant physical
processes about the element mixing beyond the central
convective core.
2. KIC 8324482
KIC8324482, which is an SPB star, has been observed by
the high-precision space-based observational project Kepler
from 2009 to 2014 (quarters Q0–Q17), and more than
1400 days of nearly uninterrupted light curves have been
collected. It is misidentiﬁed by Balona (2014) as a γ Dor star
owing to the lower effective temperature (Teff=8159 K),
which is supported by the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC; Brown
et al. 2011). However, it was difﬁcult to explain the existence
of pure g-mode oscillators with such a low effective
temperature. Therefore, Balona (2014) suggested that it is in
2
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Figure 1. Observed periods of KIC8324482. Top: period spacings ΔP vs.
period P. Bottom: observational uncertainties σP and σΔP vs. period P. σP and
σΔP are derived from a constant observational uncertainty on frequency
(sn = 0.00017 day-1). Data are from Table 7 of Zhang et al. (2018).
Figure 2. (a) Seven evolutionary tracks, from zero-age main sequence to
central hydrogen abundance XC = 0.5, with core overshooting fov =
0.0–0.030 (dfov = 0.005). The other fundamental inputs are as follows: mass
M = 4.5 M, initial metal Z init = 0.016 , initial hydrogen Xinit = 0.71, and
extra mixing log Dmix = 1.0 . (b) Distributions of the buoyancy frequency (N,
right axis) and hydrogen mass fraction X (left axis) of the last models, i.e., the
model of central hydrogen XC = 0.5. The corresponding oscillation period
spacings (DPi ) vs. periods (Pi) are shown in panel (c).

a binary system or with an incorrect effective temperature.
Balona et al. (2016) spectroscopically observed KIC8324482
with the Himalaya Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera
(HFOSC) and obtained a surface effective temperature Teff=
18,900±300 K, surface gravity log g=4.2±0.17, and
metallicity [Fe/H]=−0.5±0.13 dex, based on which they
reclassiﬁed KIC8324482 as an SPB star. In addition, The
Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope
(LAMOST) also observed it spectroscopically and obtained an
effective temperature Teff of 16,469±71 K, log g of
3.72±0.05, and [Fe/H] of −0.06±0.03 dex, respectively
(Zhang et al. 2018). It falls into the instability strip of SPB stars
(see Figure 5 of Zhang et al. 2018).
Zhang et al. (2018) analyzed the light curves of KIC8324482
observed by Kepler and identiﬁed 14 consecutive dipolar modes,
which show quasi-equidistant period spacing with an average
period spacing of 8108 s, as shown in Figure 1, from 446
extracted frequencies. According to the period spacings, Zhang
et al. (2018) suggested that KIC8324482 is at an earlier
evolutionary stage than KIC6462033, which is in the middle
stage of the core hydrogen burning.
Deng et al. (2018) modeled KIC8324482 using the opensource code Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics
(MESA: v6596; Paxton et al. 2011, 2013; and series works) and
found that the 14 dipolar modes identiﬁed by Zhang et al. (2018)
are (l, m)=(1, 0) modes. In addition, Deng et al. (2018) provided
a set of fundamental parameters for KIC8324482 as follows:
M=4.8–5 Me, metal mass fraction Z=0.015–0.035, radius
R=3.4–3.8 Re, fov=0.030±0.001, log Dmix;2, and the
center hydrogen mass fraction XC=0.475–0.495. There is not
any other novel discovery found in KIC8324482 like in other
deeply analyzed targets, such as KIC10526294 (Moravveji et al.
2015), KIC7760680 (Moravveji et al. 2016), and HD50230
(Degroote et al. 2010; Wu & Li 2019). However, as shown in
Figures 3 and 4 of Deng et al. (2018), a relatively bad matching
between the observations and the models exists for long-period
modes. In addition, the metallicity [Fe/H];0.07∼
0.44 dex8 asteroseismically determined by Deng et al. (2018)
is much higher than that from spectroscopic observations
as [Fe/H]=−0.5±0.13 dex (Balona et al. 2016) and

−0.06±0.03 dex (Zhang et al. 2018) and that of −0.017
dex from KIC, respectively. Therefore, reanalyzing it deeply
with asteroseismology for probing the inner physical processes
and retesting the fundamental parameters is necessary.
Using a modiﬁed asteroseismic diagnostic diagram, which is
developed by Christensen-Dalsgaard (1984) and hence also
called the C-D diagram, of SPB stars, Wu et al. (2018) roughly
estimated the mass and central hydrogen abundance (XC) of
KIC 8324482 to be 5.0 Me and 0.5, respectively. The model
grids used in their analysis have a higher metallicity and an
intermediate core overshooting. The results of Wu et al. (2018)
are nearly consistent with those of Deng et al. (2018). In this
work, we make use of the observed period spacings together
with stellar modeling to investigate the element-mixing
processes, especially for the μ-gradient region, and the
variations of period spacings in KIC 8324482.
3. Core Overshooting and Period Spacing Patterns
As shown in Figure 2, larger core overshooting fov leads to a
slightly larger convective core on mass and hence increases the
stellar luminosity. The core overshooting pushes the μ-gradient
shell outward and leaves a radiative shell between the outer
boundary of the convective core and the μ-gradient shell. This
directly leads to the fact that the asymptotic period spacing ΔΠ
becomes larger compared with the lower core overshooting
cases.
Similarly, the average value of ΔPn (=Pn - Pn - 1, n-radial
order nodes) also slightly increases with fov (see Figure 2(c)).
However, the upper edge of the period spacing ΔP does not
vary with fov. They almost overlap each other. But the lower
edge of ΔP moves upward with the increase of fov, i.e., the
amplitude of the variation of the period spacings AΔP becomes
smaller and smaller with the increase in fov. Correspondingly,
the frequency of the variation of the period spacings fΔP is

8

The composition of A09 (Asplund et al. 2009) is used in Deng et al. (2018).
The corresponding surface abundance ratio of the Sun is (Z X )sur,  = 0.018
(Asplund et al. 2009).
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4. Physical Inputs and Model Calculations
4.1. Physical Inputs
In the present work, the physical inputs of the theoretical
models are the same as those used in Deng et al. (2018). The
theoretical models are computed with MESA, which can be
used to calculate both the stellar evolutionary models and their
corresponding oscillation information (Paxton et al. 2013). We
adopt the package “pulse” of version “v6596” to make our
calculations for both stellar evolutions and oscillations (for
more detailed descriptions refer to Paxton et al. 2011, 2013).
The oscillations are calculated with the ADIPLS code (the
Aarhus adiabatic oscillation package) that is developed by
Christensen-Dalsgaard (2008) and embedded in MESA by the
MESA team.
Based on the default parameters, we adopt the metallicity
mixture of GS98 (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) and the OPAL
opacity table A09 (Ribas et al. 2000) series. We choose the
Eddington gray-atmosphere T−τ relation as the stellar
atmosphere model and treat the convection zone with the
standard mixing-length theory (MLT) of Cox & Giuli (1968)
with the mixing-length parameter αMLT=2.0. In addition, we
use the thermonuclear reaction net of “o18_and_ne22.net” that
includes the default net of “basuc.net” and is complemented
with the isotopes 18O and 22Ne. For more information about the
thermonuclear reaction net, please refer to the direction of
“$MESA_DIR⧹data⧹net_data⧹nets” (Paxton et al. 2011,
2013).
We adopt the theory of Herwig (2000) to treat the convective
overshooting of the convective core. The overshooting mixing
diffusion coefﬁcient Dov exponentially decreases with the
distance that extends from the outer boundary of the convective
core with the Schwarzschild criterion, i.e.,

Figure 3. Left: sketch of the shape of the buoyancy frequency N. It is similar to
Figure 5 of Miglio et al. (2008), but this is a combination of the step and ramp
function (see Equation (1)). The arrows point in the direction of the variations
of N when increasing the core overshooting fov . Right: buoyancy frequency N
as a function of radius r for the seven selected models shown in Figure 2.

larger and larger. For the latter, this is because the increase in
fov will slightly increase the buoyancy width of the μ-gradient
shell Λμ (for more details see Wu et al. 2018; Wu & Li 2019).
This is due to fΔP being directly proportional to Λμ (for more
detailed discussions for the variation of period spacings see
Miglio et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2018). For the variation of AΔP,
we will brieﬂy investigate it in the following in a theoretical way.
Miglio et al. (2008) systematically analyzed the relationship
between the shape of the buoyancy frequency δN/N and the
variation of the period spacing versus the periods with two
different simple functions (the step and ramp functions; see
Figure 5 and Equations (11) and (15) in Miglio et al. 2008). As
shown in Figure 3, we adopt a simple combination of the step
and ramp functions to represent the shape of δN/N, i.e.,
xm - x ⎞
dN
1 - a2 ⎛
⎟ H (xm - x ) ,
⎜
=
1
+
b
N
a2 ⎝
xm - x 0 ⎠

(1 )

⎛
2z ⎞
Dov = Dconv,0 exp ⎜ ⎟,
⎝ fov HP,0 ⎠

where H (xm - x ) is a step function, β is a weight factor of the
part of the ramp function, a = N+ N- , and N+, N−, and xμ
are introduced in Section 3.1 of Miglio et al. (2008).
Similarly, according to Equations (11)–(16) of Miglio et al.
(2008), we can obtain the relation of
dPk µ

where Dconv,0 and HP,0 are the MLT-derived diffusion
coefﬁcient near the Schwarzschild boundary and the corresponding pressure scale height at that location, respectively. Here
z is the distance in the radiative layer away from that location;
fov is an adjustable parameter (for more detailed descriptions
refer to Herwig 2000; Paxton et al. 2011).
In our analysis, we also take the extra diffusion mixing into
consideration when producing the theoretical models, to
investigate the variation behaviors between log Dmix and ΔP.
We also ﬁx the initial hydrogen mass fraction Xinit as a
constant 0.71 taken from the Galactic B-star standard (Nieva &
Przybilla 2012) as in the previous works (e.g., Moravveji et al.
2015, 2016). We adopt the initial metal mass fraction Zinit as an
adjustable parameter, and then the initial helium mass fraction
is decided by Yinit = 1 - Xinit - Z init .
Nevertheless, the element diffusion, semiconvection, thermohaline mixing, rotation, magnetic ﬁeld, and mass loss were
not included in the theoretical models.

⎡ Lm
1 1 - a2 ⎛
1 b ⎞
p⎤
⎟
⎜
1
+
cos
2
p
(
k
+
f
)
+
⎥,
⎢
⎣ L0
L 0L a 2 ⎝
Pk Lm ⎠
2⎦
(2 )

where L =

x N
dr
r

l (l + 1) , the buoyancy radius Lx = ò
x0
xm N
dr ,
x0 r

the radius of the grid shell), Lm = ò

(3 )

(r—

and the buoyancy

R N
dr ,
x0 r

size of the whole star L 0 = ò
respectively (for detailed
information see Miglio et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2018; Wu &
Li 2019).
It can be found from Equation (2) that the three coefﬁcients,
α, β, and Λμ, will affect the value of AΔP. As shown in Figure
8 and Equation (13) of Miglio et al. (2008), AΔP decreases with
the increase in α. In the seven models shown in Figures 2 and
3, α nearly remains constant. Since β and Λμ slightly decrease
and increase with the increase in fov, respectively, AΔP
decreases with the increase in fov.

4.2. Modeling and Finding the Best-ﬁtting Model
Based on the above described physical inputs, the initial
inputs of model calculation are as follows: M, fov in core, Zinit,
and log Dmix . They are listed in Table 1. According to Deng
et al. (2018), we preliminarily set Zinitä[0.01, 0.04] with a
4
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Table 1
Model Calculation Grids
Variables

Parameter Ranges

Steps

Grid A
Mass (M M)
Initial metal mass fraction (Z init )
Overshooting parameter ( fov )
Extra mixing (log Dmix )

4.60–5.80
0.010–0.040
0.010–0.030
1.0–3.0

0.05
0.002
0.0025
0.5

4.40–5.80
0.010–0.056
0.010–0.0375
1.25–2.25

0.05
0.002
0.0025
0.125

Grid B
Mass (M M)
Initial metal mass fraction (Z init )
Overshooting parameter ( fov )
Extra mixing (log Dmix )

2
Figure 4. Evolutions of c 2 , c 2P , and c DP
with stellar age for the model with
M = 6.075 M, Z init = 0.004 , Xinit = 0.71, fov = 0.0 , and log Dmix = 3.215.
The gray ﬁlled and black open points represent two different matching
methodologies. The former is the normal case, i.e., directly adopting the
original deﬁnition of Equation (4). For the latter, s P obs and sDPiobs are
i
substituted by their mean values, i.e., ás P obsñ and ásDPiobsñ. In addition, the
i
CMMs decided by the two different methods are shown with the black ﬁlled
triangles.

Grid C
Mass (M M)
Initial metal mass fraction (Z init )
Overshooting parameter ( fov )
Extra mixing (log Dmix )

4.55–4.75
0.030–0.056
0.0275–0.0350
1.25–2.25

0.0125
0.002
0.00125
0.125

4.50–5.80
5.25–6.95
5.50–6.725
0.002–0.044
0.001–0.008
0.0100–0.0375
0.0–0.0225
1.0–3.0
1.00–3.25
2.00–3.50

0.05
0.025
0.0125
0.002
0.001
0.0025
0.00125
0.5
0.25
0.125

Grid D
Mass (M M)

Initial metal mass fraction (Z init )
Overshooting parameter ( fov )
Extra mixing (log Dmix )

shown in Figure 1. Using Equation (4) with s Piobs and sDPiobs , we
may calculate the χ2 for the best-ﬁtting model search, and we
refer to this analysis as Case A. In comparison, we also analyze
the case where the mean values of s Piobs and sDPiobs , deﬁned as
ás Piobsñ and ásDPiobsñ, are used in the calculations, which is
referred to as Case B. Correspondingly, the candidates of the
best-ﬁtting models and the best model for each case are denoted
as Group A, Group B and Model A, Model B, respectively. In
addition, we denote the compilations of the 32 best-ﬁtting
models of the 32 different ﬁxed Zinit of each case as Group A1
and Group B1, respectively.
As shown in Table 1, the model grids, including parameter
ranges and steps, are gradually adjusted step by step in the
process of ﬁnding the best-ﬁtting models. It can efﬁciently
decrease the model calculations. From Grid A to Grid D, the
model grids become denser and denser and gradually
concentrate on the best-ﬁtting model. In total, more than
88,000 evolutionary tracks are calculated, meaning that more
than 88,000 CMMs are determined for each case.

step of 0.002, Mä[4.6, 5.8] Me with a step of 0.05 Me,
fovä[0.01, 0.03] with a step of 0.0025, and log Dmix Î
[1, 3] with a step of 0.5, which generate Grid A in Table 1.
The models and oscillations are calculated in a similar way
to that discussed in Wu & Li (2016, 2017, 2019). We adopt the
χ2-matching method to compare the observations with the
models to search for the best-ﬁtting model. In this process, we
also merely use the asteroseismic information (i.e., the periods
and the period spacings here) to constrain the theoretical
models and further to decide the χ2-minimization model
(CMM hereafter) from every evolutionary track, as shown in
Figure 4. Finally, we decide the best-ﬁtting model from the
calculated CMMs. Similar to the work of Moravveji et al.
(2015), the χ2 is deﬁned as

5. Results
The results of Case A are shown in Figures 5–6. In these
ﬁgures, one point corresponds to an evolutionary track. The
distribution of c 2CMM for the calculated CMMs with the initial
inputs (i.e., M, Zinit, fov, and log Dmix ) and part of the
fundamental parameters (i.e., XC, Λ0, tage, [Fe/H], R, log g,
and the mass MCC and radius RCC of the convective core9) are
shown in Figure 5. The locations of the CMMs in a modiﬁed
H-R diagram are illustrated in Figure 6. As shown in
Figure 5(a2), the best-ﬁtting models of different Zinit values
are illustrated by the plus sign and denoted as Group A1. The
comparisons between the theoretical and the observed P as well
as ΔP are presented in Figure 7. The best-ﬁtting model of Case
A is referred to as Model A here, which is the large open
diamond in Figure 6 and the ﬁlled circles in Figure 7. Its initial

1
[Nc 2P + (N - 1) c 2DP ,]
2N - 1
2
1 N ⎛ P obs - Pimod ⎞
⎟⎟ ,
c 2P = å ⎜⎜ i
N i=1 ⎝
s Piobs
⎠
c2 =

c 2DP =

1
N-1

N-1 ⎛

DPiobs - DPimod ⎞
⎟⎟ ,
sDPiobs
⎝
⎠

å ⎜⎜

i=1

2

(4 )

where N=14, and the superscripts “obs” and “mod” represent
observations and theoretical calculations, respectively. s Piobs
and sDPiobs denote the corresponding observational errors of
period Pi and period spacing ΔPi (=Pi+1−Pi), which are

9
The overshooting zone is not included in the convective core. The boundary
is determined by the criterion of ∇actual=∇ad.
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Figure 5. Matching goodness c 2CMM between observations and models as a function of initial inputs (M, Z init , fov, and log Dmix ; top panels) and fundamental
Z
Z
Z
parameters (XC, MCC , RCC , L 0 , tage , [Fe/H] [calculated with the relation of [Fe/H]=log X - log X , where X = 0.0229; Grevesse & Sauval 1998)], R, and

()

s

()



()



log g; middle and bottom panels). Every point corresponds to an evolutionary track. The plus signs denote those CMMs whose c 2CMM is the minimum for a given Z init
(see Panel (a2)) and are denoted as Group A1. The observational metallicities collected from the literature (LAMOST, HFOSC, and KIC) are shown in panel (c2) in
different points. The black horizontal dashed line presents the logarithmic value of the 30th minimum c 2CMM , which is 3805.551. The CMMs with c 2CMM  3805.551
are selected as the candidate of Case A and are denoted as Group A.

inputs and part of the other fundamental parameters are listed in
Table 2.
As shown in Figures 5(a3) and (a4), c 2CMM cover a narrow
range of fov (=0.03125) and log Dmix (=1.50). Figure 7 of
Deng et al. (2018) also shows similar behaviors for the
distribution of c 2CMM on fov and log Dmix , although their model
grids have larger steps and the characteristic of the variation
trend is not prominent. Deng et al. (2018) give a slightly small
overshooting fov=0.03 and a stronger extra diffusion mixing
log Dmix = 2.0 , compared with our models.
Figures 5(a1) and (a2) illustrate that the mass of the “BestFitting Models” decreases with the increase of metal abundance.
The mass of the best-ﬁtting model decreases from 6.65 to
4.575 Me when Zinit increases from 0.001 to 0.056. Figure 18
visually shows the variation behaviors between them in the
M−Zinit plane. In addition, fov (Figure 5(a3)) and log Dmix
(Figure 5(a4)) also roughly increase (0.00625–0.03125) and
decrease (3.5–1.5) with the increase in Zinit (0.001–0.056),
respectively. Such behavior leads to the distributions of other
fundamental parameters (Figures 5(b1)–(c4)) showing similar
or opposite trends for Group A1 that XC, MCC, RCC, Λ0,
and log g decrease with the increase in Zinit. On the contrary,
tage and R keep increasing (for more discussion see
Section 5.4).

Figure 6. Distribution of CMMs in modiﬁed H-R diagram (log g vs. log Teff ) for
Case A. The large open diamond denotes the best-ﬁtting model with
(M , Z init , fov , log Dmix )=(4.575, 0.056, 0.03125, 1.5). The gray plus signs
represent the 32 selected CMMs shown in Figure 5 with a plus sign. They are the
minimum c 2CMM CMMs for every given Z init and denoted as Group A1. The lightblue open triangles present the 30 candidates of Case A, i.e., Group A. The solid
and dashed boxes present the spectroscopic observations by LAMOST (Zhang
et al. 2018) and HFOSC (Balona et al. 2016) with 1σ and 3σ, respectively.

5.1. Fundamental Parameters
Thirty CMMs with minimum χ2 are selected as candidates
for the best-ﬁtting model and referred to as Group A here,
6
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Table 3
Ranges of Initial Inputs and Fundamental Parameters of the 30 Selected Better
Candidates for Two Different Scenarios
Parameters

Variables
Group A

a

Group Bb

Initial Inputs
Mass (M M)
Initial metal mass fraction (Z init )
Overshooting parameter ( fov )
Extra mixing (log Dmix )

+0.050
4.5750.0375
+0c
0.0560.008
+0.0025
0.031250.0
+0.250
1.5000.125

+0.1375
6.0750.2500
+0.002
0.0040.001
+0.00625
0.000
+0.125
3.1250.250

Fundamental Parameters
Center hydrogen ( XC )
Age (tage /Myr)
Mass of convective core (MCC M )
Radius of convective core (RCC R )
Buoyancy radius (L 0 m Hz)
Effective temperature (Teff 10 4 K )
Luminosity (L 10 2L )
Radius (R R)
Surface gravity (log g)
Metal abundance ([Fe/H])

Figure 7. Period spacing DP , period, and period spacing discrepancies
between the observations with the models P obs - P mod and DP obs - DP mod
as a function of the period P from top to bottom panels, respectively, for Case
A. In the top panel, the ﬁlled squares represent the observations. The gray open
circles show the case for the 31 best-ﬁtting models of the different Z init (Group
A1), and ﬁlled circles are the best model shown in Figures 5 and 6 indicated by
a plus sign. The light-blue open triangles show the 30 selected candidates with
c 2CMM < 3805.551 (Group A). In the middle and bottom panels, the horizontal
dashed lines denote y=0. f-3, ..., f-16 in the middle panels denote the radial
nodes of the oscillation modes.

Parameters
Model Aa

Model Bb

4.575
0.056c
0.03125
1.50

6.075
0.004
0.00
3.125

parameters of Group A are listed in Table 3 with the form of
x-+dxdx21, where x is the value of the best-ﬁtting model (Model A),
and x - dx2 and x + dx1 denote the lower and upper
boundaries of the parameter ranges for all of the 30 selected
candidates, respectively.
The above analysis shows that KIC8324482 is a metal-rich
star with [Fe/H]∼0.54 dex, which is close to but slightly
larger than the value of ∼0.07–0.495 dex found by Deng et al.
(2018). However, KIC suggests that KIC8324482 is a metalpool star with [Fe/H]=−0.017 dex. In addition, the spectroscopic observations of LAMOST show that the metal
abundance ([Fe/H]) of KIC8324492 is −0.06±0.03 dex
(Zhang et al. 2018). The spectroscopic observations of HFOSC
provide an even lower metal abundance of [Fe/H]=−0.5±
0.13 dex (Balona et al. 2016).
The modiﬁed H-R diagram (log g vs. log Teff) of the calculated
CMMs is shown in Figure 6, from which we can see that the
surface gravity of the spectroscopic observation of LAMOST, log
g=3.72±0.05, is smaller than that of all the calculated CMMs.
The observations of Balona et al. (2016, log g=4.2±0.17) are
slightly larger than that of the 30 selected candidates (Group A:
+0.0202
light-blue triangles in Figure 6; log g = 3.87780.0018 ) but are
well consistent within 3σ. For effective temperature and
+535
luminosity, Group A (Teff = 11,86456 K and log L L  =
+0.06
2.47-0.13 ) is much smaller than those of spectroscopic observations of LAMOST (Teff=16,469±71 K) and Balona et al.
(2016; Teff=18,900±300 K and log L/Le∼3).
+0.0032
The central hydrogen XC = 0.47240.0012 is well consistent
with that of Deng et al. (2018; XC = 0.475–0.495) and is close

Initial Inputs
Mass (M M)
Initial metal mass fraction (Z init )
Overshooting parameter ( fov )
Extra mixing (log Dmix )

Fundamental Parameters
Center hydrogen ( XC )
Age (tage /Myr)
Mass of convective core (MCC M )
Radius of convective core (RCC R )
Buoyancy radius (L 0 m Hz)
Effective temperature (Teff 10 4 K )
Luminosity (L 10 2L )
Radius (R R)
Surface gravity (log g)
Metal abundance ([Fe/H])

0.4724
130.02
0.8321
0.4473
279.21
1.1864
2.9622
4.0797
3.87702
0.537

+0.0018
0.50460.0074
+3.85
20.961.28
+0.057
1.3380.091
+0.0048
0.51750.0103
+1.26
276.850.47
+0.0808
2.12570.1225
+1.98
17.172.87
+0.085
3.059-0.065
+0.0271
4.25030.0420
+0.176
-0.6090.125

Notes. The values are characterized with the form of x-+dxdx21, where x is the value
of best-ﬁtting model, which is listed in Table 2, and x + dx1 and x - dx2
represent upper and lower boundaries of 30 candidates, respectively.
a
Model is selected with Equation (4).
b
The weight factors s P obs and sDPiobs in Equation (4) are replaced with their
i
average values ás P obsñ and ásDP obsñ.
c
Upper boundary of input grids.

Table 2
Initial Inputs and Fundamental Parameters of the Best-ﬁtting Model
Variables

+0.0032
0.47240.0012
+4.8
130.0214.6
+0.027
0.8320.005
+0.0038
0.44730.0021
+0.82
279.210.04
+0.0535
1.18640.0056
+0.448
2.9620.075
+0.008
4.0800.072
+0.0202
3.87700.0018
c
+0
0.5370.067

0.5046
20.96
1.3378
0.5175
276.85
2.1257
17.166
3.0590
4.2503
−0.609

Notes.
a
Model is selected with Equation (4).
b
The weight factors s P obs and sDPiobs in Equation (4) are replaced with their
i
average values ás P obsñ and ásDP obsñ.
c
Upper boundary of input grids.

shown in Figures 6 and 7 by light-blue triangles. In Figure 5 the
value of the 30th minimum χ2 is shown with a horizontal
dashed line. The initial inputs and part of the other fundamental
7
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to but smaller than that of the estimation of Wu et al. (2018;
XC∼0.5). The above analyses show that the results of the
present work are partly consistent with those of the previous
asteroseismic analyses but far away from those of spectroscopic
observations.

A1, respectively, when matching with the observed period
spacing pattern. The discrepancies between the observations
and Model B are smaller than 880 s for both of the periods and
the period spacing comparisons. It is far smaller than the case
for Model A (about 1750 s). It can be found from Figure 10 that
the bad matching on the end of the long-period modes in
Figure 7 is efﬁciently suppressed when these unsuitable
observational uncertainties are replaced with their average
uncertainties ás P obsñ and ásDP obsñ.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9 and Table 2, Model B has a higher
mass and a lower metal abundance and hence has a larger effective
temperature and surface gravity compared to Model A. It can be
+808
found from Table 3 and Figure 9 that Teff (=21, 2571,225 K), log
+0.0271
+0.176
g (=4.2503-0.0420 ), and [Fe/H] (=-0.609-0.125 dex) of Group B
are still far away from those of spectroscopic observations of
LAMOST (Teff=16,469±71 K, log g = 3.72  0.05, and
[Fe H] = -0.06  0.03 dex; Zhang et al. 2018). However, they
are well consistent with the spectroscopic observations of HFOSC
(Teff=18,900±300 K, log g = 4.2  0.17, and [Fe/H]=
−0.5±0.13 dex; Balona et al. 2016). In addition, the luminosity
+0.05
of Group B (log L L  = 3.230.08 ) is closer to the result of
Balona et al. (2016, log L/Le=3.0) compared to that of Group
+0.06
A (log L L  = 2.470.13 ).
We conclude that Group B is better than Group A when
matching with both the asteroseismic and spectroscopic
observations. The largest discrepancy of the periods of Model
B compared with observations is about 0.5 times that of Model
A. The fundamental parameters are partly consistent with those
of spectroscopic observations.
Compared to Group A, as shown in Figure 12, Group B has
+0.057
larger central convective cores that are MCC = 1.3380.091 M in
+0.0048
mass and RCC = 0.5175-0.0103 R in radius, respectively. In
+0.0018
addition, the central hydrogen mass fraction XC = 0.50460.0074
of Group B is slightly larger than that of Group A. It is close to
but slightly larger than the result of Deng et al. (2018;
XC∼0.475–0.495) and consistent with the result of Wu et al.
(2018; XC∼0.5).

5.2. Unﬁt Observational Uncertainties s Piobs
The period spacings of Group A1, which are indicated by
plus signs in Figure 5, are shown in Figure 7 by gray open
circles. Correspondingly, the CMMs of Group A are shown in
Figure 7 by light-blue open triangles. As shown in the ﬁgure,
the period spacings and periods are well consistent between the
observations and the models for the shorter-period modes
(P1.2 days). The periods and period spacings are almost the
same among the selected CMMs of both Groups A and A1 for
modes f−3, ..., f−6. For the longer-period modes (P>1.2 days),
the discrepancies of the periods and the period spacings
between the observations and the models are up to the level of
about 2700 s. The largest discrepancy of the period between the
observations and Model A (ﬁlled circle) is about 1750 s. The
wavelength and the amplitude of the period spacing pattern of
the models are smaller than those of the observations for
longer-period modes as shown in Figure 7.
It can be obviously seen from Figures 1 and 7 that the trend
of the discrepancies between the observations and the models is
similar to that of observational uncertainties and that they
increase with the periods. It can be easily found from
Equation (4) that the observational uncertainties s Piobs and
sDPiobs are nonignorable weight factors when matching observations with models. The observational uncertainties of the
periods and the period spacings are calculated from a constant
observational uncertainty on frequency (s n iobs = 0.00017 day-1;
Zhang et al. 2018); therefore, the uncertainty of the longestperiod mode (sPng =-16 = 36.0 s) is about 20 times that of the
shortest-period one (sPng =-3 = 1.76 s). The corresponding
weight ratio between them is about 400:1 in Equation (4)
when matching the periods between the observations and the
models. This is why the periods are almost the same among
those selected models and well consistent with observations for
short-period modes, while large discrepancies for longer-period
modes exist.
To avoid such phenomena, we use an average value of the
observational uncertainties of periods ás P obsñ = 11.68 s to
replace s Piobs . At the same time, to keep different weight
between Pi and ΔPi, we use the corresponding average
observational uncertainty ásDP obsñ = 21.91 s to replace sDPiobs .
Finally, similar to the processes of Case A, we obtain their
CMMs, which are shown in Figures 8–10, the best-ﬁtting
models of different given Z init , which are shown Figure 8 with
plus signs and referred to as Group B1, and the parameter
ranges of the candidates (30 CMMs with minimum χ2), which
are listed in Table 3 and referred to as Group B, and those of
the best-ﬁtting model are listed in Table 2. Similar to Case A,
the best-ﬁtting model of Case B is also referred to as Model B.
Group B, Group B1, and Model B are shown in Figure 9 by the
light-blue open triangles, gray plus signs, and diamond and in
Figure 10 by the light-blue open triangles, gray circles, and
ﬁlled circle, respectively.
As shown in Figures 7 and 10, Model B, Group B, and
Group B1 are much better than Model A, Group A, and Group

5.2.1. Constraining Theoretical Models with Spectroscopic
Observations

The spectroscopic observations are excluded for constraining
the theoretical models in the above sections. Usually, there are
two ways to consider the constraints of spectroscopic
observations for searching the best-ﬁtting model: directly using
spectroscopic observations to select theoretical models and
further asteroseismically analyze them—the so-called “target
box” method—and using the spectroscopic together with the
asteroseismic observations as constraints to select the bestﬁtting model. We will consider the latter way here and deﬁne
the χ2 as
c 2all = c 2 + c 2spc,

(5 )

where
c 2spc

1
=
3

N =3

å

i=1

⎛ x mod - x obs ⎞2
i
⎜⎜ i
⎟⎟ ,
s x iobs
⎝
⎠

and c 2 is deﬁned in Equation (4), x = [Teff , log g , [Fe H]].
We adopt the values of Teff=18,900±300 K, log
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Figure 8. Similar to Figure 5, but for Case B, i.e., CMMs are selected with the average values of observational uncertainties ás P obsñ and ásDP obsñ. The black horizontal
dashed line presents y = log (596.9954).

Figure 9. Similar to Figure 6, but for Case B, i.e., CMMs are selected with the
average values of observational uncertainties ás P obsñ and ásDP obsñ.

g=4.2±0.17, and [Fe/H]=−0.5±0.13 dex from Balona
et al. (2016).
Based on Case B, we further consider the effects of the
spectroscopic observations to constrain the theoretical
models. Similar to previous Case A and Case B, we refer
to such a scenario as Case C. The distributions of c 2CMM on
initial inputs and other fundamental parameters are shown in
Figure 11.
It can be seen from Figures 8 and 11 that the distributions of
c 2CMM on fundamental parameters are almost not affected,
whether the spectroscopic observational constraints are considered or not for selecting the best-ﬁtting model. For the best-ﬁtting

Figure 10. Similar to Figure 7, but for Case B, i.e., CMMs are decided with the
average values of observational uncertainties ás P obsñ and ásDP obsñ. The gray
open circles correspond to those models that are shown in Figure 8 by plus
signs. The light-blue open triangles show the 30 selected candidates with
c 2CMM < 596.9954 (Group B).

model of Case C (Model C), its mass (M=5.9625 Me) and
initial metal mass fraction (Zinit=0.005) are slightly smaller and
larger than those of Model B (M=6.075 Me and Zinit=0.004),
9
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Figure 11. Similar to Figure 8, but for Case C. Compared to Case B, spectroscopic observations are also considered for selecting the CMMs (see Equation (5)).

respectively. But fov and log Dmix are the same as those of
Model B.

slightly larger than those of Model A. Therefore, Model B has a
larger amplitude and smaller frequency, and hence it matches
better with the observational period spacing pattern than Model
A does, as shown in Figures 7 and 10.
It can be found from the above analyses that KIC8324482 is
indeed a metal-poor ([Fe/H]∼−0.6 dex) and intermediatemass (M∼6.1 Me) star with a radius of about 3.1 Re. Its
convective core is about 22% (MCC∼1.3 Me) in mass and 17%
(RCC∼0.5 Re) in radius, respectively. However, for such a star,
the asteroseismic analyses indicate that the normal convective
core overshooting, which is described by Equation (3) in
Section 4, seems to not exist in the best-ﬁtting model (Model B),
i.e., fov=0.0. It is completely against the physical sense and
the relative analyses of previous works about the stellar
turbulent movement, such as Roxburgh (1965), Shaviv &
Salpeter (1973), Cogan (1975), Umezu (1995), Li (2012, 2017,
and series works), Zhang & Li (2012), Claret & Torres (2016,
and series works), Moravveji et al. (2015), and Wu & Li
(2019).
As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 12, to well match the
observed period spacing pattern, an extra diffusion mixing
log Dmix = 3.125 should be considered in Model B. It mainly
smooths the stellar structure at the transition zone near the outer
boundary of the μ-gradient shell and makes the μ-gradient ∇μ
very slowly approach zero. For such a smoothed structure
beyond the central convective core, the formation processes are
still unknown. It might be caused by a short timescale process
(i.e., transient process) at the early evolutionary phase, for

5.3. Element Mixing beyond the Convective Core
As shown in Figure 12, Model A has a smaller convective
core (0.4473 Re) compared to Model B. However, the widths
of the μ-gradient shell of both models are almost the same in
radius. This is because the overshooting of the convective core
pushes the inner boundary of the μ-gradient shell outward. On
the other hand, the outer boundary is merely slightly affected
by the extra diffusion mixing and hence almost remains
unchanged.
As discussed in Section 3, to match the pattern of the period
spacings in both amplitude and frequency (i.e., wavelength),
the width of the μ-gradient shell is extremely important. On the
other hand, generally, the (mean) period spacings of SPB stars
increase with the stellar mass and the core overshooting (e.g.,
Miglio et al. 2008; Moravveji et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2018).
Therefore, the mean value, amplitude, and frequency of the
period spacing pattern require Model A with smaller XC and
larger fov in core. This leads to that Model A has a steep μgradient shell compared with Model B.
As shown in the middle panel of Figure 12, Model A and
Model B almost have the same δN (≈300 μHz) at the μgradient shell but have different N+ (about 120 and 80 μHz for
Model A and Model B, respectively). This means that α and β,
which are deﬁned in Figure 3 and Equation (1), of Model B are
10
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Buysschaert et al. (2018) modeled the fast rotation
(Prot=0.897673 days) SPB star HD43317 with a mass of
5.8 Me and found that it has a lower convective core
+0.014
overshooting parameter ( fov = 0.0040.002 ). They suggested
that such lower core overshooting might be caused by a strong
magnetic ﬁeld (Bp = 1312  332 G ), which suppresses the
near-core mixing. Similarly, the magnetic ﬁeld is a possible
factor that weakens the effect of the element mixing beyond the
central convective core, but we do not have enough observational proof here. On the other hand, Moravveji et al. (2016)
suggested that convective overshooting and rotation can coexist
in an intermediate rotator. The pattern of the period spacings
indicates that KIC8324482 is a non- or ultraslow rotator.
Without doubts, a new description is necessary to ﬁgure
out the overshooting if such a small diffusion coefﬁcient
(log Dmix ~ 3) is completely contributed by the core overshooting and not affected by any other process. For instance, a
sharp fall of diffusion coefﬁcient existing near the convective
boundary provides a small Dconv,0 for Equation (3) and hence
results in a very large fov. In such a case, when and how to form
the smoothed structure beyond the outer boundary of the
μ-gradient shell is an important constraint. Surely, we cannot
exclude the possibility that the overshooting in this star is offset
by another physical process that has an opposite effect on the
core overshooting and is not correctly considered in theoretical
models.
The rotation status of the convective core differs from that of
the outer envelope if such a diffusion coefﬁcient is caused by
the rotation, especially the differential rotation. What can we
learn from the asteroseismic analyses about the inner rotation?
The autocorrelation function (ACF) of the oscillation power
spectra of KIC8324482, as shown in Figure 13, illustrates that a
series of signals with uniform spacing in frequency can be found
from the oscillation power spectra. We suggest that such uniform
spacing in frequency may be caused by rotational splitting that is
referred to as δνrot. We ﬁt the ACF of the oscillation power
spectra with the Cauchy–Lorentz function and the Gaussian
function and obtain dnrot = 0.0975  0.0042 μHz (for more
details see Figure 13).
As in Figure 14, we plot these predicted rotational split
frequencies, which are calculated from the frequency νobs of the
14 observed dipolar modes with the relation of νobs±δνrot, in
the oscillation power spectrum of observations. It can be found
from the ﬁgure that there are some weak signals near the
predicted rotational split frequencies, for instance, modes
f-3 - f-8, f-11, and f-13 - f-15. Unfortunately, just one
observed mode (mode f−15) has complete and obvious triple
splits among the above eight sets. Therefore, we conclude that
KIC8324482 is indeed an ultraslow rotator with a rotational
frequency of ∼0.2 μHz.
According to the approximate relationship of g-mode
1
rotational splitting, dnrot, l, m  1 - l (l + 1) mWrot (Ωrot being
the rotational frequency of stars; for more details see, e.g., Aerts
et al. 2010); Ωrot of KIC8324482 is estimated from the rotational
splitting dnrot, l = 1 = 0.0975  0.0042 μHz to be Wrot =
0.1950  0.084 μHz. Correspondingly, we obtain the surface
+0.13
-1
rotational velocity to be Veq = 2p Wrot R = 2.610.11 km s
+0.085
with the radius of R = 3.0590.065 R analyzed above.

Figure 12. Proﬁles of hydrogen (X; top panel), buoyancy frequency (N; middle
panel), and total diffusion coefﬁcient (log D; bottom panel) as a function of the
radius of the grid shell r for Model A (gray thick lines) and Model B (black
dashed lines), respectively. Smaller panels are the E-zoom of larger ones.

instance, convective overshooting, or be caused by long-term
processes, such as rotation and magnetic ﬁeld.
The extra diffusion mixing is thought of as a combined effect
of many physical processes, such as especially differential
rotation, rotation inducing mixing, and magnetic ﬁeld (e.g.,
Moravveji et al. 2015). Here, the small diffusion coefﬁcient
log Dmix ~ 3 beyond the central convective core implies that
the effect of overshooting on the mixing might be considered,
as the overshooting should exist according to the basic physical
sense about the stellar turbulent movement.

(

11

)
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Figure 13. ACF of power spectra as a function of frequency (gray line). The
red and green lines represent the ﬁtting lines with the Cauchy–Lorentz function
⎤
g
a ⎡
(i.e., f (x ) = a 0 + p1 ⎢⎣
⎦) and the Gaussian function (i.e.,
(x - x 0 ) 2 + g 2 ⎥
⎡ -(x - x0 )2 ⎤
f (x ) = b0 + b1 * exp ⎣⎢
⎦⎥), respectively. Fitting results are of
2g 2
x 0 = 0.0975 μHz and γ=0.0042 μHz for both of the ﬁts. The inset is an
E-zoom of the larger panel.

According to Aerts et al. (2010), the rotational splitting is
deﬁned as
dwnlm = mb nl
Knl (r ) =

b nl

ò0

R

Knl (r ) W (r ) dr ,

(x 2r + L2x 2h - 2x r x h - x 2h) r 2r

ò0

R

ò
= 0

R

,

(x 2r + L2x 2h - 2x r x h - x 2h) r 2rdr
(x 2r + L2x 2h - 2x r x h - x 2h) r 2rdr

ò0

R

,

(6 )

Figure 14. Oscillation power spectra of KIC 8324482 observed by Kepler (data
come from Kepler Asteroseismic Science Operations Center; we use the
corrected ﬂux) during quarters Q0–Q17, i.e., power spectrum density (PSD) as
a function of frequency. Panels (b)–(g) are E-zoom. In each panel, the black
upper triangles and “|” indicate the location of the 14 dipolar modes extracted
by Zhang et al. (2018). The red points present the predicted rotational splitting
frequencies with the relation of nobs  dnrot for observations. The sea-green and
blue vertical dashed lines denote the frequencies of the best-ﬁtting model
(Model B) for l=1 and l=2 modes, respectively. The sea-green “|” beside
each see-green dashed line represents the prediction of the rotational splitting
(m = +1, and - 1) of frequency (l = 1 modes) for Model B.

(x 2r + L2x 2h) r 2rdr

where Ω(r), ξr, and ξh are the proﬁle of the rotational frequency
and radial and horizontal displacements of the oscillation
waves, respectively. Ω(r) can be brieﬂy described by δνrot.
Correspondingly, the differential rotation can be approximately
determined by rotational splitting if the differential rotation
really exists. This is because the modes with and without
trapping have different oscillation energy distributions and
hence have different rotational splitting as shown in Figures 15
and 16.
As shown in Figure 15, more oscillation energy of modes f−4
and f−5 is trapped in the μ-gradient shell compared to modes
f−3, f−6, and f−7. Similarly, more oscillation energy of modes
f−9, f−10 and mode f−15 is trapped compared with their adjacent
modes. This means that these trapped modes will bring more
information about the μ-gradient shell toward the stellar surface
and are easier to observe compared to the other normal modes
that are not trapped.
Correspondingly, as shown in Figure 16, the trapped modes
have higher weight on the rotational splitting (see Equation (6))
compared to the other normal modes, and hence their rotational
splitting δωnlm differs from those of others. Therefore, the
differential rotation in the μ-gradient shell can be revealed by
the differences of the rotational splitting between trapped and
normal modes. But, unfortunately, as shown in Figure 14 (the

oscillation power spectrum), it is very difﬁcult to determine the
individual rotational splitting dnnl, m =1 for every mode.
As shown in Figure 17, we calculate four models with the
Geneva stellar evolution code (more detailed descriptions see
Eggenberger et al. 2008) with a mass of 5.875 Me. Their initial
rotational velocities are 30, 20, 3.2, and 0.64 km s−1 for models
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 17(a)
that faster rotation corresponds to stronger shear diffusion
mixing and then to a smoother structure near the outer
boundary of the μ-gradient shell. The diffusion coefﬁcient of
log Dmix = 3.125 is equivalent to the shear mixing (log Dshear )
induced by the differential rotation with an initial rotational
velocity of about 15 km s−1. The corresponding Ωrot on the
stellar surface, as shown in Figure 17(b), is about 20–30 times
what the asteroseismic analyses suggested, Ωrot;0.2 μHz.
This means that a larger rotational velocity is necessary if the
diffusion coefﬁcient of logDmix=3.125 near the outer
boundary of the μ-gradient shell is completely interpreted as
12
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Figure 17. (a) Diffusion coefﬁcient of shear mixing log Dshear induced by
differential rotation (left axes; gray) and hydrogen mass fraction X (right axes;
black) as a function of the fractional mass m/M, respectively. The horizontal
dashed line represents log Dmix = 3.125. (b) Proﬁle of rotational frequencies.
Models are calculated with the Geneva stellar evolution code (Eggenberger
et al. 2008) with a mass of 5.875 M and stop at XC ~ 0.5. The initial
rotational velocities are 30, 20, 3.2, and 0.64 km s-1 for models 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.

Figure 15. Distribution of the oscillation
)
= + l (l +
as a function of the fractional radius r/R for different modes of Model B. The
gray dashed–dotted line is the cyclic buoyancy frequency N 2p , for which the
values are given in the right axes.

x r2

1) x 2h

and 19, also have similar behaviors. The masses of the bestﬁtting models regularly vary with their metallicity (see the
green asterisks in Figures 18 and 19). As shown in the top
panel of Figure 18, the masses of CMMs in Group A1 decrease
exponentially from 6.65 to 4.575 Me as Zinit increases from
0.001 to 0.056. The same trends are also found in the analysis
of Case B for KIC8324482 (bottom panel of Figure 18) and
another SPB star, HD50230, as shown in Figure 19. Those
selected CMMs (shown by the colored ﬁlled squares) distribute
into a narrow band on the M−Zinit plane. The width of the band
is affected by the other inputs, such as fov and log Dmix .
We ﬁt M(Zinit) with an exponential function for those bestﬁtting models with ﬁxed initial metal abundance Zinit. The
ﬁtting function and ﬁtted coefﬁcients are listed in Table 4. The
ﬁtted lines are shown by the black solid lines in Figures 18 and
19. Those ﬁtted coefﬁcients seemly cannot directly tell us
anything about the modeled targets since just two samples are
available here. However, such a relationship can help us
efﬁciently narrow the parameter spaces at least when we model
a speciﬁc target.
For upper main-sequence stars, increasing the metal
abundance leads to a higher thermonuclear reaction rate in
the core and hence to a larger convective core in radius. The
size of the convective core is increasing with the increase in
mass for upper main-sequence stars. The asteroseismic analysis
of SPB stars (e.g., Miglio et al. 2008; Moravveji et al.
2015, 2016; Wu et al. 2018; Wu & Li 2019) indicates that the
period spacing pattern is sensitive to the size of the central
convective core. Therefore, matching the period spacing
pattern is equivalent to matching the central convective core
for an SPB star. Hence, models with similar central convective
cores can have different combinations for M and Zinit. This is
why the mass of the best-ﬁtting model regularly decreases with
the increase in Zinit as shown in Figures 18 and 19.
For solar-type stars, a similar relationship between mass and
initial metal abundance exists among the candidates, but the

Figure 16. Similar to Figure 15, but for a combination (b *nlKnl (r )) of rotational
coefﬁcient bnl and rotational kernel function Knl(r) (see Equation (6)).

the contribution of the shear mixing induced by differential
rotation.
5.4. Degeneracy of Parameter Space between M and Z init
According to the theory of stellar structure and evolution, the
location of main-sequence stars on the H-R diagram is mainly
affected by the stellar masses, metallicities, and the efﬁciency
of energy transform (i.e., mixing-length parameter of MLT).
Stars on the main sequence will become brighter and bluer
when their mass and metallicity are increased and reduced,
respectively. Therefore, it is reasonable to tune the stellar mass
and metallicity when matching an unknown star on the H-R
diagram. The asteroseismic analyses, as shown in Figures 18
13
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Table 4
Fitting Coefﬁcients of M (Z init )
Fitting Coefﬁcients

Targets
KIC 8324481 Case 1
KIC 8324481 Case 2
HD 50230

a

b

c

d

4.676
4.644
5.969

2.022
2.355
0.265

117.277
87.184
49.992

0.0769
0.0760
−1.821

Note. The ﬁtting function is M (Z init ) = a + b * exp (-(c * Z init + d )). The
ﬁtted CMMs are those best-ﬁtting models of every given initial metal
abundance Z init . They are shown in Figures 18 and 19 with green asterisks.

reduces when increasing the stellar mass. Furthermore,
reducing initial metal abundance leads to lower opacity and
lower temperature gradient and hence to a smaller convective
envelope. Therefore, to obtain a suitable convective envelope,
the variation of mass will keep the same direction with that of
the initial metal abundance. A subgiant star also presents a
similar relationship, i.e., the mass of the best-ﬁtting model
increases with the initial metal abundance, such as the
asteroseismic modeling of KIC6442183 by Tian et al.
(2015), KIC7976303 and KIC8694723 by Ge et al. (2015),
and μ Herculis by Li et al. (2019).
5.5. The Feedback of the Best-ﬁtting Model to Mode
Identiﬁcations
Correct mode identiﬁcation is to the beneﬁt of comprehensively improving asteroseismic analyses. On the contrary,
relative analyses will become meaningless. Mode identiﬁcation
is very signiﬁcant and difﬁcult for SPB stars compared to the
other regular oscillation power spectrum stars, such as solarlike oscillating main-sequence stars and red giant stars. Just a
few modes can be identiﬁed from the dense oscillation power
spectra, for instance, eight dipolar modes of HD50230 are
selected from more than 500 frequencies by Degroote et al.
(2010), and 19 dipolar modes of KIC10526294 are identiﬁed
from more than 300 frequencies by Pápics et al. (2014).
Similarly, for KIC8324482, 14 dipolar modes analyzed in the
present work are identiﬁed from more than 400 signals by
Zhang et al. (2018). However, in those works (e.g., Degroote
et al. 2010; Pápics et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2018), the identiﬁed
modes are searched within high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
signals with the rule of uniform period spacing. Therefore,
some real signals, which have low S/N, are replaced by other
high-S/N ones and are selected in the ﬁnal period series.
As shown in Figures 7 and 10, the periods of modes f-4 and
f−9 are far away from the corresponding observed periods for
both Model A and Model B. Their period discrepancies
between the models and the observations are up to 700 s. This
might be caused by incorrect mode identiﬁcations.
The frequencies (l=1, 2) of Model B are plotted on the
oscillation power spectrum to directly match with the signal
peaks in Figures 14 and 20. For mode f−4, the model calculated
frequency is smaller than the observed one by about 0.5 μHz,
as shown in Figure 14(f). However, there are two apparent
peaks (one is referred to as f-rot4 ) around the calculated mode.
The frequency differences from the calculated frequency are
about 0.24 and 0.19 μHz, respectively, which are 2.0–2.5 times
the rotational splitting (dnrot = 0.0975  0.0042 m Hz). It can
be seen from Figure 16 (the distribution of the rotational kernel
function Knl(r)) that the μ-gradient shell contributes about 40%

Figure 18. Distribution of parameter space. Top panel: CMMs of Case A;
bottom panel: CMMs of Case B. The gray open circles and the colored ﬁlled
squares denote all of the calculated CMMs (top: log c 2CMM < 3.78 ; bottom:
log c 2CMM < 3.13). The color palette characterizes the core overshooting
parameter fov . The green asterisks represent the minimum c 2CMM models with
the corresponding Z init . They are shown in Figures 5 and 8 by the plus signs.
The black solid line is a ﬁtting line for the green asterisks. The corresponding
ﬁtting coefﬁcients are listed in Table 4.

Figure 19. Similar to Figure 18, but for the SPB star HD50230. The CMMs
(c 2CMM < 2.2 ) are shown by the colored ﬁlled squares. Data are from Wu &
Li (2019).

trend is different from that of the upper main-sequence SPB
stars, shown in Figures 18 and 19. In solar-type stars, the mass
of the best-ﬁtting model increases with the initial metal
abundance (see Figure 38 of Wu & Li 2017). This is because
solar-like oscillations (p-modes) are more sensitive to the outer
layer convective envelope than to the tiny central convective
core, which may not even exist for such low-mass mainsequence stars. The depth of the outer convective envelope
14
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+0.002
0.0040.001 .

They are larger
metal mass fraction Zinit of
and poorer than those of Deng et al. (2018), with
M = 4.8–5 M and Zinit=0.015–0.035.
2. KIC 8324482 is located on the early stage of the main
+3.85
sequence with an age of tage = 20.961.28 Myr and has a
+0.057
large convective core with MCC = 1.3380.091 M in
+0.0048
mass and RCC = 0.5175-0.0103 R in radius. Its center
+0.0018
hydrogen mass fraction XC is 0.50460.0074 , which is
slightly larger than that of Deng et al. (2018), with
XC = 0.475 - 0.495. In addition, we obtained the
“propagation time” of the g-modes in this star as
+1.26
L 0 = 276.850.47 μHz.
3. KIC8342482 has three entirely different sets of observations
for the effective temperature Teff , the surface gravity log g,
and the metal abundance [Fe/H]. They are (8159, 3.819,
−0.017) supported by KIC (Brown et al. 2011), (16,469±
71, 3.72±0.05, −0.06±0.03) from LAMOST (Zhang
et al. 2018), and (18,900±300, 4.2±0.17, −0.5±0.13)
from HFOSC (Balona et al. 2016). In the present work, like
in the previous works of Wu & Li (2017, 2019), we merely
use those asteroseismic observations (namely, periods and
period spacings here) as constraints to independently match
them with the theoretical models and decide the best-ﬁtting
models. Finally, the asteroseismic constrained results (Teff =
+0.0271
+808
log g = 4.2503and [Fe H] =
21, 2570.0420 ,
1,225,
+0.176
-0.609-0.125 dex) are well consistent with the observations
of Balona et al. (2016). The corresponding luminosity
+0.05
(log L L  = 3.230.07) is larger than that of Balona et al.
(2016; log L L  = 3.0 ).
4. We found that the mass of the best-ﬁtting model of the
ﬁxed metal abundance decreases with the increase in the
metal abundance exponentially and ﬁtted M (Z init ) with an
exponential function as shown in Table 4. On the
contrary, the mass of the best-ﬁtting model increases
with the metal abundance in solar-like oscillators, such as
main sequence (e.g., Wu & Li 2017) and subgiant (e.g.,
Ge et al. 2015; Tian et al. 2015; Li et al. 2019). This
relationship can help us efﬁciently reduce the calculations
via narrowing down the parameter space when modeling
a speciﬁc target in detail. Generally, those ﬁtted
coefﬁcients might be related to the fundamental parameters of the modeled targets, such as mass and metal
abundance, but to reveal the relation, we need further
analysis of more samples other than the two samples of
KIC8324482 and HD50230 discussed in Section 5.4.
5. To well match the observed period spacing pattern, an
+0.125
extra diffusion mixing log Dmix = 3.1250.250 should be
considered in theoretical models. At the same time, the
normal core overshooting fov must be zero. This means
that the impact of the element mixing is very weak
beyond the convective core. According to the work of
Buysschaert et al. (2018), the magnetic ﬁeld might be a
possible factor, of which we have not found direct
proof here.
6. The pattern of the period spacings indicates that
KIC8324482 is a non- or ultralow rotator. We analyzed
the oscillation power spectrum with the autocorrelation
method and obtained the rotational splitting frequency to
be dnrot = 0.0975  0.0042 μHz for dipolar g-modes.
Correspondingly, we estimated the rotational frequency
of this star to be Wrot = 0.1950  0.084 μHz and its
+0.13
-1
surface rotational velocity to be Veq = 2.610.11 km s .

Figure 20. Similar to Figure 14, but for the frequency range of 3.5–7 μHz.
R

of ò Knl (r ) dr for mode f−4. Therefore, it is highly possible
0
that the two peaks are the rotational splittings of mode f−4, if
the rotation frequency ratio between the core and the envelope
Wcore Wenv > 4.10 For mode f−9, the frequency discrepancy
between the model and the observation is ∼0.13 μHz (see
Figure 14(d)). The contribution of the μ-gradient shell is about
24% for rotational kernel function Knl(r) as shown in Figure 16.
Similarly, the frequency discrepancy of 0.13 μHz might be
regarded as rotational splitting of mode f−9, if Wcore Wenv > 2.5.
In addition, it can be seen from Figure 10 that the period
discrepancies between calculations and observations of modes
f−7, f−8, f−11, and f−13 are in the range of 400–500 s for Model
B. As shown in Figure 14(c), the model calculated frequency of
mode f−13 overlaps a strong signal that is close to the mode f−13
identiﬁed by Zhang et al. (2018). For modes f−7 and f−8, the
frequencies of the model calculations almost overlap the
corresponding predicted rotational splittings f-7 + dnrot and
f-8 + dnrot from the observed frequencies (see Figure 14(e)).
For mode f−11, the rotational splittings cannot be distinguished
owing to the extremely dense peaks around it.
As shown in Figure 20, more signals with lower frequency
(larger period) can be possibly identiﬁed as higher-order
dipolar modes. They are shown by red characters in Figure 20.
In addition, as shown in Figures 14 and 20, some signals also
might be identiﬁed as quadrupole modes, i.e., l=2. For
instance, the signal of ν;6.82 μHz overlaps a model
calculated quadrupole mode shown by a blue vertical dashed
line (see Figure 20).
6. Conclusions and Discussions
KIC8324482 is an intermediate-mass SPB star. A total of 14
consecutive dipolar modes were extracted from Kepler
photometric data (Zhang et al. 2018). It shows quasiequidistant period spacing (8108 s), and the period spacings
periodically vary with periods. Deng et al. (2018) modeled
KIC8324482 with asteroseismology and estimated a set of
fundamental parameters. They found that large discrepancies of
period exist between the observations and the corresponding
best-ﬁtting models, especially for the long-period modes. In the
present work, we also performed asteroseismic modeling of the
star with the same version (v6596) of the MESA code as that in
Deng et al. (2018). We conclude the study in the present work
as follows:
1. Based on the calculated theoretical models, we obtained
+0.1375
mass M of KIC8324482 of 6.0750.2500 M and initial
10

Assuming that the rotational proﬁle is a simple step function. It is referred to
as Ωcore in the convective core and μ-gradient shell and as Ωenv in the outer
envelope zone, respectively.
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7. We tried to use element mixing induced by the
differential rotation to interpret the small diffusion
coefﬁcient log Dmix  3.125 beyond the convective core,
especially in and near the μ-gradient shell. The corresponding rotational velocity is about 20–30 times what the
asteroseismic analysis suggested, Wrot  0.2 μHz.
Further work: KIC8324482 is an excellent target for the
study of probing the inner structure of SPB stars, compared
with the other SPB stars, such as KIC10526294 (Moravveji
et al. 2015), which has 19 consecutive dipolar modes observed,
but the period spacing irregularly varies with periods for longperiod modes, and HD50230 (Degroote et al. 2010), which has
only eight consecutive dipolar modes detected and identiﬁed.
KIC8324482 has 14 consecutive dipolar modes with quasiequidistant period spacings that periodically vary with periods.
In the present work, magnetic ﬁeld and rotation are not
considered in the theoretical models. In further work, we will
consider more physics. KIC8324482 has been observed twice
spectroscopically. However, they are low-resolution observations. Furthermore, the obtained atmospheric parameters are
entirely different between the two observations. Therefore,
high-resolution spectroscopic observation is necessary.
A rotational splitting dnrot = 0.0975  0.0042 μHz is determined with the analysis of the autocorrelation method, as
shown in Figure 13. However, individual rotational splitting of
every detected mode cannot be determined from the oscillation
power spectrum. The diffusion of log Dmix = 3.125 corresponds to a faster rotation, which is about 20–30 times the
asteroseismic suggested rotation Wrot  0.2 μHz. We reanalyzed the oscillation power spectrum of KIC8324482 with the
autocorrelation method and found another strong signal at
1.744±0.004 μHz. We note it as dn ¢rot = 1.744  0.004 μHz,
which is on the same level as the model predicted. However,
we did not ﬁnd the rotational splittings n  dn ¢rot from the
oscillation power spectrum. Therefore, to analyze the rotational
status of KIC8324482, an accurate radial velocity will support
some beneﬁcial bits of help.
The comparisons of frequencies between the best-ﬁtting
model and the observed oscillation power spectra indicate that
some modes might be misidentiﬁed and many other signals can
be reidentiﬁed to extend the period series. In the present work,
we found that the ﬁnal results were seriously affected by
unsuitable observational uncertainties. Therefore, we will
reanalyze the raw light curve of KIC8324482 in the further
works to re-extract correct oscillation modes, determine their
uncertainties, and decide the rotational splittings for detected
modes as soon as possible.
It should be noted that, for such a metal-poor target, using an
equal step of the metal mass fraction Z init as initial inputs will
lead to some troubles for subsequent analyses. As shown in
Figures 8 and 9, those calculated CMMs are divided into
different groups. This means that the distributions of the
fundamental parameters are not continuous. This is because the
step of the metal mass fraction δZinit=0.001 is on the same
level with Zinit. In the following work, for metal-poor targets,
using [Fe/H] or adjustable δZinit as initial inputs is a good
choice.

Appendix
Inlist of MESA ‘v6596’
The table below presents the input inlist ﬁle of the
MESA code.
&star_job
show_log_description_at_start=.false.
astero_just_call_my_extras_check_model=.true.
create_pre_main_sequence_model=.true.
kappa_ﬁle_preﬁx=“a09”
change_lnPgas_ﬂag=.true.
new_lnPgas_ﬂag=.true.
change_initial_net=.true.
new_net_name=“o18_and_ne22.net”
pre_ms_relax_num_steps=50
/ ! end of star_job namelist
&controls
!asteroseismology
calculate_Brunt_N2=.true.
num_cells_for_smooth_brunt_B=5
use_brunt_gradmuX_form=.true.
min_magnitude_brunt_B=1d-5
max_number_backups=200
max_number_retries=500
initial_mass=0.60750000D+01
initial_z=0.40000000D-02
initial_y=0.28600000D+00
overshoot_f_above_burn_h=0.00000000D+00
min_D_mix=0.13335214D+04
!atmosphere boundary conditions
which_atm_option=“Eddington_grey”
!mixing parameters
mixing_length_alpha=2.0
! extra mixing
set_min_D_mix=.true.
!min_D_mix=100.d0 ! D_mix will be at least this large
max_years_for_timestep=0.3d5
varcontrol_target=0.2d-3
mesh_delta_coeff=0.4
mesh_delta_coeff_pre_ms=1.2
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